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BUFFALO
LIVE TRADE
ROBUST IN
2019
The buffalo live export sector
remained robust in 2019 with
close to 10,000 head being
shipped out through the Port
of Darwin.
The biggest markets for 2019
were Vietnam which took
4288 head (including 463 in
December) and Indonesia
which received a total of
3377 animals.
Australia’s other offshore
customers for live buffalo last
year were:
•
Malaysia – 927
•
Brunei – 578
•
Sarawak – 342
•
Sabah - 315

www.buffaloaustralia.org

Buffalo farmers escape
direct impacts from
summer bushfires
Buffalo industry representatives in Australia’s eastern and southern states
were relieved to escape reasonably unscathed from the direct impacts on
stock and property, suffered across the nation’s massive summer bush fire
belt, but there were some near misses and indirect impacts in the aftermath of the devastating blazes.
On the Central NSW coast, Ian and Kim Massingham had a close call and
say their property was saved in the nick of time by a wind change that saw
an approaching major fire front skirt around their property.
“Bush fires bordered our property but thankfully we escaped any
damage,”Kim says. “Our cafe was closed for a week and a half and we had
a wonderful nor-easterly kick in and send the fire down around us rather
than through our property so we were very very fortunate. Considering
what everyone else had to endure we feel really fortunate that this happened for us. It’s been horrendous everywhere really.”
“Our area had been in drought and that’s why the fire rampaged through.
Continued Page 2

Milkers thrive
on the Murray
After a summer of heartbreak,
following sustained drought for so
many Australian farmers, the vision
of well-fed livestock grazing on rich
green pasture is refreshing and a
sign of hope. These robust milking
buffalo are fattening up on Corey
and Mollie Jones’ Mypolonga dairy
farm on the edge of Murray, which
escaped the fire devastation.
See story and pictures - PAGE 7

Farewell to a buffalo
industry pioneer

Peter Pangquee feeding buffalo (Photo: National Archives)

Respected Top End bushman and buffalo industry
pioneer, Peter Pangquee, died aged 85 in Darwin
in January. Mr Panquee’s son Peter paid tribute
to his father on ABC Radio, saying his contribution
to the buffalo export industry was an important
part of his celebrated career. He said his father
was just eight when he started shooting buffalo
and, as an adult, was able to prove that the Top
End’s wild buffalo could be domesticated. “At one
stage, he walked 44 head from the governmentrun Beatrice Hill Research farm near Adelaide
River to Darwin, from where they could be
shipped to Southeast Asia,” he said. “In all of his
jobs he was able to do the things he loved doing,
that’s working out bush and with wildlife and with
proving people wrong when you talk about things
like domesticating buffalo — so he was a leader in
that field.”
When the once-booming buffalo-hide trade gave
way to a lucrative crocodile skins market, Peter
Pangquee worked as a croc hunter until such
activity became illegal in 1971. He then diverted
his immense bush know-how into helping set up
and later manage the CSIRO’s Kapalga Research
Station, which became part of Kakadu National
Park. He worked on buffalo research there for 17
years. Buffalo consultant Barry Lemcke was working for the government and got to know Peter
Pangquee after he’d left CSIRO Kapalga and was
seeking advice on enterprises he was trying to
create for his family at Mulingne Outstation. “He
was an impressive man - a true gentleman and a
shining light for his family and people,” Barry says.
Long-time industry stalwart Donny Stewart spoke
fondly of getting to know Peter in his early buffalo
hunting days on the wetlands and when he was
involved with Kapalga’s buffalo programs. “He was
a wonderful and quite amazing fellow,” Donny
says. .
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Drought, Fires
& Glorious Rain!
Continued from front page
In what proved a Godsend after the horror summer
bush fires, most eastern seaboard farmers received
a long-overdue drenching that lifted dam levels and
spirits.
“We’d been hand-feeding for three years - and then we
were in flood with our dams overflowing,” Kim Massingham says. It’s huge relief. The grass is growing, the
cows are calving and its just beautiful now!”
Maleny buffalo farmer Margaret Thompson says her
district is also looking beautiful after a long dry spell.
“It was bad here. All the locals were saying they’d
never seen it so dry. But I can now see green, our dam
which was well down is full again and I can’t believe the
change on our farm - and how many less jobs I have to
do because it’s rained.”
The Bega Valley in southern NSW suffered major devastation from relentless fires across a wide swathe of the
renowned dairy region.
While Dave and Sally Shannon’s local buffalo farm
escaped any major impact, they sustained significant
peripheral damage at their nearby weekend property though the house was okay.
“Our buffalo farm was right in middle of that huge fire
that swept through Cobargo and nearby places but by
some miracle, it went right around us,” Dave says. “We
were surrounded by tens of thousands of burnt acres
with us in the middle- though we did prepare pretty
well with all the sprinklers going and taking other precautions - so consider ourselves among the lucky ones.”
“Across the border, Victorian buffalo milk producer
Bryan Jans was relieved that the massive fires which
devastated vast tracts of the state’s Gippsland district
stayed a safe distance away from his property and precious milking herd.
Fellow Victorian joint buffalo venturers Mitch Humphries and Jack and Alice Blow, also escaped direct fire
damage but reported indirect impacts in the aftermath.
“Thankfully, our Victorian operation was not directly
affected by fires, which were more to the north of us,”
Mitch says. “But we did have an indirect effect from
the demand on fodder resources keeping the price of
hay and grain up- although recent rains in some parts
may reverse that trend.”
South Australian Corey Jones considers himself and
family lucky. “We were pretty safe where we are on the
river and luckily its been green all year round- but with
the winds we had at the time, that bad fire up in the
hills could have come down this way.” One of Corey’s
cheese makers and the abattoir he uses had a close call
with the fire burning all around them.
“It wasn’t a good day for people and properties in the
fire path but thankfully it wasn’t as bad as what happened in the rest of Australia.”

Abattoir gives
extra options
for buffalo
The Territory’s former Meneling
Meatworks near Batchelor reopened
in December after being mothballed
since 2003. A multi-million refurbishment by new owners, the Central Agri
Group, has seen the abattoir swing
into gear as a Halal licenced facility.
Buffalo are in the mix with cattle
being processed at a current rate of
120 animals a day and abattoir joint
owner and livestock manager Peter
Polovinka says numbers will ramp up
to 200 a day once the dry season kicks
in and stock can be mustered.
“We are currently sourcing animalsfrom across the Top End as well as
Kununurra, Borroloola and Tennant
Creek,” Peter says. “We opened in
December and are processing both
buffalo and cattle and are going extremely well. “We’re very happy with
support received so far from station
owners and farmers. All the meat
is going Asian countries at present.”
Peter says there’s been an absolute
need for such a service in the Top End
because the only other option has
been to send buffalo on the export
boats.
Peter says the abattoir already employs 50 workers, with another 50 to
be lined up for jobs at the end of the
wet season. The current workforce,
gleaned mainly from the Top End, includes a mix of skilled people and others who are being trained on the job.
“All the meat is Halal processed so we
‘

can sell it into the Asian and Middle
East markets,” says Peter, who company, Central Agri Group owns and
operates meat processing facilities
throughout Australia and export to 65
countries around the world.
NT Buffalo Industry Council vice-president Michael Swart has welcomed the
reopening of the Batchelor abattoir
as a Godsend for the local buffalo
industry.
He says NTBIC receives many international inquiries about accessing
buffalo meat and the abattoir provides
a previously-unavailable option for
northern buffalo producers to sell
animals that are not suited to the live
export trade.“
“It means contractors and traditional
owners can work their land, turn off
buffalo during the dry season, and
know they can make more money out
of it and put more money back in.”
He says the facility has the real potential to reduce the Territory’s growing
feral buffalo numbers.
The Territory’s current main buffalo
market, he says, is in shipping bulls

into live export trade but not all the
animals are suitable for that trade
and having this facility will be a great
alternative.

We need more meat producers: President
Victorian buffalo producer and ABIC president Bryan Jans is advocating for more people to enter the buffalo meat
sector. “I think now, with the market starting to move a bit, its a good time for people to start getting into producing
buffalo meat for export, Bryan says. “A few dairy farmers are scaling down or getting out of the industry and there
are a lot of good animals available for sale at the moment.
“This presents a good opportunity because there’s a strong and growing demand for buffalo meat both here and
overseas, and there’s only so much those currently involved can do, so it would be great to see a few other people
getting involved in the meat side of things.” Bryan says Gippsland’s Trafalgar export abattoir was keen to accept more
buffalo for processing to help fill its overseas markets.
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New book to
showcase a
Top End icon
Celebrated NT photographer David
Hancock has been fascinated by buffalo since he first ‘shot’ them being
mustered on the Top End wetlands 30
years ago. He has since amassed many
indepth interviews and thousands of
images recording this iconic introduced
animal and the people who’ve worked
with them.
This material is the backbone of his
impending new coffee table book.
“It’s a book about buffalo but also about
their strong historical, cultural and
environmental links to the Top End and
with Territorians since this place was
colonised,” David says. “Water buffalo
arrived with the first white settlers in
the 1800s. The Adelaide River floodplains were the industry’s focus for well
over 100 years and many local families
descended from this industry. Yet, other
than the current southern focus on dairy
animals, the buffalo industry has been
Top End centric and many Australians
don’t even know such a sector exists.”
David says the book is about 80 percent complete but there’s a lot he
still wants to cover in Arnhem Land,
especially relating to Indigenous and
cultural connections. “I’m also very
keen to get some contemporary material from people now engaged in the

David Hancock images from Arnhem Land

industry. When David first arrived in
the Territory, he worked with industry
identities such as Cal Carrick, Terry
Halse, Frank McLeod, Donny Stewart,
Peter Pangquee, Dave Lindner and the

AUSTRALIAN
BUFFALO
Australian Buffalo is the official newsletter of the
Australian Buffalo Industry Council (ABIC). It disseminates
information about the wide-ranging activities taking place across
Australia in relation to buffalo harvesting, export and farming for
meat, milk, cheese and other products.
ENQUIRIES TO:
Kerry Sharp (Editor) - Email: kerrysharp.journo@gmail.com)
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Swart Brothers – all very interesting
people who’ve worked in a fascinating
industry, he says. “Peter Pangquee, for
example, was a classic example of an
Aboriginal man who started working
with buffalo when he was just a kid
and went on to make a valuable contribution to the industry as it is today.
There are a lot more people I want
to speak with - but some are proving
elusive!”
With heavy demands on his professional photography skills, David envisages
several more months of work before
the expected 250-page buffalo book is
finished – and he promises it’ll be worth
the wait. “It’s going to be a great book,
no doubt about it!” he says.
FOOTNOTE: David is keen to take
photos of present-day mustering and
welcomes any offers to join operators on such activities in the field.

Casting an expert eye
over offshore arrivals
NT-based buffalo specialist Barry
Lemcke might now be officially
retired from his long-running NT
Government livestock production
role, but his expertise remains in
strong demand.
Barry was recently enlisted by
prominent live export company,
SEALS (South East Asian Livestock
Services), to observe the off-loading of buffalo shipments at overseas market destinations.
Barry was present at the Vietnam
port of Dong Hoai in mid-August
for the arrival of the Girolando Express from Darwin carrying more
than 800 slaughter buffalo for one
of the country’s largest importers. “The buffalo arrived in good
condition and were all off-loaded
within 14 hours of the ship’s arrival,” Barry says.
He described the Vietnamese
feedlot as huge with 29 sheds
already in place and another 15
under varying stages of construction. There were already a large
number of buffalo in the feedlot
as the result of a previous “Frontier” shipment, he says.
“This company, Hoa Phat, runs a
‘Rolls Royce’ operation, growing
its own fodder for green chop and
for silage production with huge

undercover all-concrete bunkers.
Besides the buffalo, which are being kept in three sheds, they have
24 sheds of cattle under feed.
Shipments out of this feedlot occur almost daily.
Barry says all livestock are fed
from mobile feed mixers towed
by tractors and loaded up in the
supplements shed where all the
ingredients are stored.
“The cattle and buffalo are fed
three times a day with fully balanced ration formulations. All the
animals were in excellent condition and were a tribute to the
management of this feedlot.”
Barry was also present for the
arrival of a consignment of 314
Swamp breeders which were
shipped from Darwin to Sabah
aboard the MV Finola in November. They too were found to be in
good condition when off-loaded at
the wharf.
“This shipment was imported by
the Sabah Government to go to
two government research stations, the second of which is still
under construction,” he says. “The
ultimate aim is to separate the Riverine and Swamp breeds over each
property,” The aim of the stations
is to be able to supply breeders’ to

Vietnam’s ‘Rolls Royce’ Hoa Phat feedlot

CLOCKWISE from top left: One of the new Hoa Phat feedlot sheds under construction;
one of 10 silage bunkers; feed shed; a mobile feed wagon
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PICTURED (Top to Bottom): Buffalo
newly arrived in Sabah being trucked from
the wharf to a nearby feedlot; buffalo resting the day after arriving in Vietnam; one
of the 29 Hoa Phat feedlot sheds; new
arrivals happily feeding in Vietnam

farmers to develop Sabah’s local
buffalo meat and dairy industries.
Barry says this off-loading was
slow compared with the Vietnam
process, due to only four trucks
being available to transport the
animals to the quarantine yards
near the port at Kota Kinabalu.
“A maximum of 70 head was
carried between the four trucks
on each round, and some delays
occurred during off-loading at
the yards so the discharge took
around 15 hours after the ship’s
arrival.
“The heifers and bulls were being
well fed when inspected early the
day after they were discharged.”

PRODUCER VIEWPOINT: Market flexibility
is critical to the buffalo industry’s future
“At certain times of the year, markets do not appear
to be very elastic when it comes to taking on extra
milk at a higher price range (or even at a lower price
range really) - despite such flexibility being needed
for viable buffalo milk production.
This usually means that often a buffalo farmer cannot sell his milk when production is high and demand
low, especially in winter months when it may be
dumped or fed to calves. This is a hard thing to do
(economically and in terms of morale) when fodder
prices are high like this. Then at other times of the
year such as before Christmas, the cheese makers
will complain ‘we haven’t got enough!’
Time and patience are needed as usual in developing
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the markets and working with established and emerging buyers of buffalo milk.
Even so, acknowledging the economic downturn of current
retail conditions, for long term growth in the industry, there
needs to be recognition of this lack of consistency in buying
of all his (the farmer’s) buffalo milk by the cheese makers/
milk buyers, who really need to look at markets (e.g. longer
shelf life, or freezing scenarios etc) to cater for the excess
milk when needed. This would enable buffalo farmers to
maintain milk production when the buyers also need it at
the other times of the year. In short, there needs to be a
long term approach to securing buffalo milk supplies. “- 		
								
				
Mitch Humphries

Murray River buff meat
& dairy venture keeps
Mypolonga humming
Corey and Mollie Jones’ South Australian Buffalo Company is now milking 90 animals a day to fill their orders
from local and interstate cheese makers and other users.
“That’s the most we’ve milked since starting up,” Corey
Jones says. “We’re shuffling milk between four outlets, including two in South Australia and one each in Melbourne
and Sydney.
“We’re still working with our cheese maker Kris at Woodside Cheese Wrights, who is trying to enter the United
States market with exported buffalo products. These
would be mainly buffalo fetta and curd which have a
longer shelf life and can go by sea to avoid expensive air
transport”
Corey says the company also has an ongoing interest in
buffalo meat production. “We still sell quite a few bodies
a year to our outlets, with the meat mainly being consumed locally. We can only really keep up with the three
outlets we supply. Buffalo meat is becoming more popular and there’s keen interest for prospective interstate
buyers as well but I’ve had to say no to them because we
don’t have the buffalo numbers available.”
Corey says his main meat outlet is working to try and get
buffalo burgers into supermarkets this year. “If this eventuates, it will be very interesting to see how well the meat
is received by consumers.” he says.
The South Australian Buffalo Company’s Mypolonga farm
on the Murray River recently leased 80 acres of extra irrigated river flats from a neighbour, boosting its capacity to
280 acres. The farm’s buffalo herd, ranging from week-old

weaners to milkers, currently totals 280 animals.
“They include a lot of replacement heifers and steers.
There’s no waste. I still rear everything I can. This is why
we grew the farm bigger - so we could keep rearing everything.”
Corey says 2019 was a reasonable year for hay and other
crops compared with 2018 when he had no hay. “The
farm didn’t have a lot of rain in 2019, but it was enough
to keep things ticking along. Luckily, after a nervous start,
there’s been enough water in the river for allocation, so
there’s still plenty of irrigation happening.
“We’re very lucky here with the water, and so grateful
that Dad never sold his water licence, which is the life
blood of our farm.”

BUFFALO No ‘6072’: A True Milking Champion!
How’s this for an impressive dairy buffalo?
Corey Jones labels his Buffalo No. 6072 as Mypolonga’s
stand-out champion!
No 6072 is the pure-bred daughter of the impressive
Italian bull, Zerbio (who was Italy’s top-ranked buff for
some time). The daughter was born and reared at the
NT’s Beatrice Hill Research Farm before taking the long
road journey to South Australia.
The buffalo is now into her fourth lactation after
producing 3201 litres in 346 days in her first lactation,
3767 litres in 362 days in her second lactation, and
5130 litres in 348 days in her third lactation.
“She peaks at 21 litres a day in her lactation, with average protein at 4.5% and fat at 7.6%, and this is the best
I’ve had so far,” Corey says. “My milking herd normally
averages about 9-12 litres per buffalo with 2635 litres
in 170 days.”
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Gathering
riverine
knowledge
in Italy
NSW buffalo producer and recent NT
buffalo production officer, Jo Miller,
provides a wrap-up from her participation in the IV International Buffalo
Federation buffalo management and
industry training course held in Monterotondo in Italy in 2019. The course was
largely organised by a dedicated team
from the Research Centre of Animal
Production and Aquaculture.
“During the comprehensive 10-day
course, participants visited many laboratories, buffalo properties, some cheese
factories, a meat processing plant - and,
of course, some of Italy’s most famous
historic landmarks including the Colosseum and the town of Assisi (home of
St Frances, Patron Saint of Animals). My
main learnings from the trip included:
• The change in selection index now
being used by Italians for buffalo selection. Until last year, they had been using
the PKM index which was largely single
trait selection on milk production. They
are now using the IBMI index that uses
five traits, all of which are weighted: Milk
yield (kg), % protein, % fat, feet and leg
score and udder score.
• The intensity in which the Italians run
their buffalo is much higher than I would
have imagined. One property we visited
was 100 ha and was home to 900 buffalo.
All animals are housed as the remaining
area is used to produce fodder to feed the
animals.
• Despite having a new index, some of
their oldest bulls are still some of their top
performing animals.
• Italy doesn’t really have a buffalo
meat market. It was difficult to find out
where surplus animals go.
There are four or five buffalo feedlots but
buffalo are considered expensive to raise
for meat in comparison to the production
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you get from a milking cow.
• Buffalo at the bull centres continue to be owned by their breeders but live out their lives at the bull
centre. The owner is paid royalties on
the semen that is sold.
• Italy still has tuberculosis and brucellosis but is working extremely hard
to manage and ultimately eradicate
these diseases.
• Italians consider the provenance
of their food extremely important and
will pay a premium for DOP or DOC
marked food and wine.
• The average milk yield per lactation for Italian Mediterranean buffalo
in Italy is around 2,359 kg and the
average lactation length is 270 days.
• Italy has around 420,000 head
with around 15% (59,000) of those
recorded/registered with the Italian
Breeder Association (AIA).
This Italian study trip gave me a
valuable insight into the international
buffalo industry, and increased my
knowledge about riverine buffalo
and the origin of the genetics we are
importing. I was also able to build
contacts, develop friendships with
industry interests from 14 countries
and form connections for possible
future collaboration. It was also great
to meet two new entrants into the
Australian buffalo industry, Emma
Rooke and Eric Oxenham, who were
attending the course to broaden their
knowledge and contact base.
I am grateful to the NT DPIR for supporting my attendance at the course.”

l Jo Miller welcomes queries and
can provide a draft copy of her 60-page
course report to those interested.
Phone: 0422 294 890 or
Email: jo@taratoora.com

Parasite research project
targets Australia’s farmed
water buffalo herds
AgriFutures Australia has published three documents detailing
the results from a research project
titled Parasitism and control
strategies in domesticated buffalo populations of Australia. The
project arose from the need for
extension material relating to animal health on water buffalo farms
and described the current state
of gastrointestinal parasitism on
water buffalo farms, detailing current farm practices, demographics
of water buffalo populations, and
how these characteristics affect
parasite infection.
Gastrointestinal parasitism causes
significant production losses to
Australian ruminant livestock
enterprises but little was known
about the effects of parasitism on
water buffalo.
The project’s principal aims were
to:
• Identify intestinal parasite species infecting Australian buffaloes
using advanced morphological
and molecular tools, and to also
estimate the prevalence of these
parasites in Australian buffalo
herds.

• Optimise molecular tools for the
identification of parasites hosted by
buffalo.
• Assess practices (risk factors) that
affect the prevalence of parasite
positive buffalo in extensive grazing
operations of northern and southern Australia.
• Compare and contrast parasitehost/species relationships in buffalo and other common ruminant
species.
In brief, the project consisted of
three main factors, including buffalo farmers completing a survey
designed to determine current farm
management practices, physical
farm conditions, and local climatic
information.
Questions focussed on farm practices that may influence parasite
infection in buffaloes and other
animals.
Following the survey phase, farms
in Eastern Australia (northern
Queensland to Victoria) were selected for faecal sampling from all
available water buffalo. Researchers
then performed
Faecal egg counts (FECs) to gauge
the current frequency of gastroin-

LARGE BUFFALO
HERD FOR SALE
l
l
			
l

600 adult buffalo - all hand-reared, trained proven
milking stock (production figures available)
200 juveniles - hand-reared, weaned heifers and
offspring from proven milking stock
Bulls from Italian dairy sires also available with the herd

Nearly 20 years of breeding / animals selected for milk
production, temperament and Australian conditions

ENQUIRIES: 0407 254 435
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testinal nematode infection in
eastern Australia. Parasite positive
samples were cultured and the
resulting larvae were compared
to parasites common to other
ruminant livestock in Australia.
AgriFutures Australia says the
new data presented in this study
is necessary to begin to develop
control and management strategies for parasitism of domestic
water buffalo.
For the water buffalo industry in
Australia, the outcomes of this
project detail specific management practices where input cost
may not be warranted.

TO ACCESS THE FULL
PROJECT SUMMARY
AND OTHER DOCUMENTS,
FOLLOW THE LINK:
https://www.agrifutures.com.
au/publications-resources/
publications/?fwp_ruralindustries=bfl

Buffalo sector promoted at EvokeAg 2020
Buffalo consultant Barry Lemcke was invited by NTBIC
to represent the council and its members at the
Agrifutures Evoke Ag 2020 conference at Melbourne’s
Royal Exhibition Centre on the 18-19 February.
Barry joined an NT Government delegation that
represented all the Territory’s primary industries,
including fishing and aquaculture, cattle, buffalo, agriculture, horticulture and forestry. Government reps
included staff from DPIR and DTBI who were able to
explain what government services would be available
to potential investors in the rural sector.
The delegation’s key aim was to demonstrate the investment opportunities available in Territory primary
industries to the world. The conference focuses on
bringing together researchers, innovators, developers, manufacturers and investors in the one forum in
order to collaborate and advance agricultural industries for the future in Australia, New Zealand and the
Asia Pacific region.

CONTACTING ABIC
PRESIDENT

Bryan Jans (Victoria)
Mobile: 0410 021 941
Email: jansbj@hotmail.com

The Territory had a stall set up in the Exhibition Centre,
sandwiched between the New Zealand and South Australian contingents. There were various handouts for
conference goers, e.g. bamboo spoons with Barra and
Mango recipes, the always-popular calico carry bags
for collected brochures and pamphlets, and an invitation to the NT Farmers’ Food Futures Conference to be
held in Darwin in late April 2020.
The conference featured plenary and break-out sessions involving many speakers, with the emphasis being on people with impressive backgrounds in agricultural innovation, investment and development.
The conference attracted a total of 1300 participants,
and this contributed to a steady stream of people visiting and checking out the Northern Territory stall.
“It was a good opportunity to see what is happening at
the cutting edge of Australian agricultural innovation
and also to catch up on progress in the NT industries
with other members of the delegation,” Barry said. “It
is difficult to assess at this stage what outcomes will
be achieved by the NT delegation to this event and this
will only play out over the next year or so as follow up
contacts are received.”

The awards keep rolling in
for Victoria’s Riverine Blue
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The sumptuous ‘Riverine Blue’ cheese produced by Victoria’s
Berry’s Creek cheesery has again been named champion of its
category at the recent 2020 Sydney Royal Cheese and Dairy
Produce Awards. The huge event staged at Sydney’s Olympic
Park showcased products deemed as the best of their class in
Australia, by highly esteemed industry judges. Riverine Blue,
made from milk from ABIC president Bryan Jans’ robust dairy
buffalo in East Gippsland, has been a past major winner at the
gala industry event. “We’re obviously delighted with this latest
win, and it’s great to see our champion cheese out there in
the public eye,” Bryan says.

Buffalo Round-up ....
Make buffalo harvesting a great industry

The NTBIC continues to stress that the Top End
water buffalo population, now roaming in the tens
of thousands across Arnhem Land, should be harnessed as a major money-making asset, rather than
be viewed as a feral pest that needs culling. And
it also advocates the recommendation, as stated
in its strategic plan, that the NT buffalo industry
should primarily be an indigenous enterprise, with
indigenous ranger groups, such as the progressive
Mimal group, taking a leading role in the industry.
The NTBIC is now working on a plan to hopefully
introduce an industry development position to help
bring a high level of sophistication to a wild resource
with much capacity for helping the Top End bush
economy. It highlights the utilisation of the crocodile resource to create what is now a $100 million
industry.

couldn’t access the cattle needed in light of the dry
conditions in NSW. The buffalo weaner steers and
spayed heifers arrived at the Nebo property of leading
campdrafter Pete Comiskey 10 weeks ahead of the big
event, for pre-event training, after spells at Mt Isa then
Blackall. The Nutrien Equine Classic Campdraft and
Sale attracted some 500 competitors, 300 horse handlers, 5500 day visitors and nearly 500,000 live stream
views in this, its 13th year of being staged.

Buffalo guru Barry now officially retired

More buff in upmarket Qld eateries

Michael Thompson’s slick marketing efforts are finding new upmarket restaurant outlets for his family’s
succulent buffalo meat. Mum Margaret Thompson
says the family’s emphasis on providing high quality cuts and products is paying dividends, with a
number of high end local and state restaurants now
very happy to promote and serve buffalo through
their menus.

Barry Lemcke officially retired on 31 January from his
long-running role with the Northern Territory Primary
Industry and Resources Department as senior animal
production officer and buffalo research specialist.
He says he’ll never be short of things to do on his rural
acreage and horticultural orchard - and is happy to
keep his hand in the buffalo industry about which he
has gathered a wealth of knowledge.
As detailed in stories elsewhere in this newsletter (See
Pages 5 & 10) he has already travelled to south east
Asia and Victoria on buffalo-related duties since being
‘cut loose’ from the department.
Barry admits to a ‘twinge of disappointment’ that the
NT has had no dedicated permanent buffalo production officer since Jo Miller returned to NSW in September, but he looks forward to seeing an appointment
made asap.

NT buffalo enlisted for NSW Campdraft

LATE INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT

Seventy head of buffalo trucked down from Katherine stole the limelight at Tamworth’s 2020 Nutrien
Equine Classic Campdraft in February.
The hardy beasts were brought in for pre-event
training and follow-up roles because organisers

Long-term Queensland buffalo dairy farmer Mitch
Humphries and his partners in a more recent Victorian
venture have decided to sell their large buffalo herd,
due to various issues impacting on their operations.
More details in the next newsletter.

The story behind the 2019 Italian buffalo semen importation
In 2019, the NT Primary Industry and Resources Department arranged for a new shipment of buffalo dairy semen
to be sent by two Italian suppliers- but the outcome proved complicated. Industry consultant Barry Lemcke said
the process became long and arduous for the parties involved, including five other Australian dairies which came
on board to help reduce importation charges for individual participants.“The Italian suppliers require prepayment
before releasing export semen and this has worked several times previously, but this time we weren’t so lucky!
This time both companies, CoFA and Centro Tori, had been paid by all purchasers, but in the meantime CoFA had
been put in the hands of liquidators. CoFA was supposed to deliver its straws to Centro Tori, but didn’t so Centro sent its share of the order in a new container that they supplied. When the container landed in Australia the
vacuum had failed so the shipment was dead on arrival. Centro replaced this with a second shipment which was
delivered successfully to the various buyers in three states. There is still no news on the fate of the money spent
with CoFA - and no semen to show for it. Hopefully, there will be more luck the next time a shipment is needed.”
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